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Who Am I? 

Jason McDowell 

First Place 

 It was mid-October in Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. I was at the beginning of a six-

month training exercise. The day usually started at four in the morning with physical training. 

We usually conducted physical training for approximately two hours. We were yelled at con-

stantly, and according to our instructors, we could never do anything correctly. If one person 

messed up or did not perform a task in the manner described by the instructors, the whole group 

would get in trouble, leading to more physical training. 

It was clear to everyone taking part in the training that Stephen Baker was the weak link 

in the group. Baker was eighteen years old and just left home for the first time. He was approxi-

mately 5’9” tall and weighed about 220 pounds. Baker did not look like a military soldier and 

had a very sloppy appearance. He was very uncoordinated and would be the reason we had to 

do a lot of physical training. Baker was always late waking up, and he was the only one that 

would not be in the correct uniform. Every time Baker would mess up, the entire group would 

have to do physical training during our one hour of “down time”. We usually used down time to 

wash our uniforms, iron our uniforms, and shine our boots; we were required to be in a clean, 

nicely pressed uniform with our boots shined every morning. If we had to do physical training 

during that time, we could be in trouble the next morning for not meeting the uniform standard, 

requiring the group to do more physical training. This process was never ending; we could nev-

er catch up and meet the standard because of Baker. 

The majority of the group did not like Baker because he made their jobs more difficult. 

He was also constantly teased berated for his appearance. Baker was a loner and would not talk 
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much to anyone. He would not ask questions if he didn’t understand the instructions because he 

was afraid the group would make fun of him even more. During this time of training there was  

not much time to get to know the guys in the group because of our schedule, and because we 

were not allowed to talk to each other the majority of the day. 

It was January at this time, and we have been in training under strenuous conditions for 

almost three months, with Baker still causing the group more punishment. The group was com-

ing up on a big test, which, if failed, would lead to expulsion from training. The test consisted 

of three days of the group staying in a large tent, in 

the middle of the woods, in a foot of snow. The tem-

perature was usually in the low teens, if not single 

digits, in the mornings and would only reach the twen-

ties at its highest peak. The test would consist of a 

twelve-mile ruck (backpack) march and a ten-mile run. There was a     time limit for both as-

sessments. The ruck march had to be completed carrying a 75-pound rucksack, in full uniform 

while wearing our standard issued leather boots. 

At four in the morning on the day of the test, the entire group was getting ready for the 

ruck march. I noticed Baker sitting on his cot while he was putting on his boots. I then saw 

Baker take his boots back off and then remove his socks. His socks were soaking wet. I asked 

Baker what was wrong with his boots and Baker said, “Someone filled them with water over-

night”. My heart sunk. I knew both tests would be difficult for Baker to complete on a good 

day, but with the temperature in the single digits, his feet would be frozen due to his boots be-

ing wet. There was one thing that I had learned about Baker after watching him for the past 

three months. I knew he wouldn’t quit, and I also knew he wouldn’t tell his instructors about 

. . . God placed Baker 

in my life early in my 

career to teach me 
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his boots,  which would have been okay to do in my opinion because of the safety concern. 

Baker did not want to get anyone else in trouble. I was infuriated by the fact someone mali-

ciously put water in his boots. I was a part of all the punishment that we got for Baker messing  

up, but I also knew Baker was trying his best and not intentionally causing more punishment. 

I asked Baker what size shoe he wore. He said, “I wear a size twelve”. Oddly enough, I 

wore a size twelve. I gave Baker my boots and took his boots. If you would have seen Baker’s  

face when I gave him my boots, you would have thought I had given him a million dollars. I put 

Bakers boots on and walked out of the tent to the starting line. Baker and I completed the ruck 

march and run together; we pushed each other the entire way. Baker and I not only passed this 

test, but we eventually graduated the course. 

Prior to this incident, I did not know how to be a team player. I don’t think the term 

“compassion” was in my vocabulary. I was raised in a very strict household. I had to carry my 

own weight and find a way to get through each and every situation. I think this incident taught 

me more than anything else in my life. Years later I was tasked with missions in the Middle 

East, where I was responsible for the care and welfare of thirty-five soldiers. I had soldiers that 

were raised in the same type household as myself, and I had some soldiers like Baker. 

 It is my belief that God placed Baker in my life early in my career to teach me compas-

sion, how to be a team player, and how to be a leader. Learning these important traits allowed 

me to lead those soldiers in combat with the same type of compassion and leadership. It also 

afforded me the opportunity to teach those same traits to the soldiers I was leading, so they 
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could teach the soldiers they lead in the future. As for Baker, we ended up serving together 

years later, and we still talk several times a month. Baker has told me in the past that he tells 

this story to his young soldiers to illustrate to the importance of having love and compassion for 

one another, regardless of the differences you have.  

 

 

Who is to Blame for Standardized Testing?  

Trinity Haynes 

Second Place 

 What are your thoughts on education? Many people, particularly the privileged, think 

education is a mandatory part of life. Some believe it’s an adventure. Others wish that they nev-

er had to memorize another math formula or country capital again. What gives us such an idea? 

Why is education, generally, perceived as something that is required or obligatory? It is because 

of the system designed to educate the masses. The public education system is founded on a plan 

that maximizes ease while minimizing the students individual thinking abilities. 

 A child is told to be themselves by certain pop culture slogans, but they are also taught 

to think in a way that murders their creativity. Students are sent mixed messages and the one 

that seems to win out is the one that will go on their permanent record. As reported by a teacher 

named Jessica Lahey, children are made to sacrifice their natural curiosity and love of learning 

“at the altar of achievement.” From a child’s first days in school, they are measured by points, 

scores, and awards. Lahey explains that students are taught that their intellect is more important 

than their character. Children believe that obtaining A’s at any cost is the most important thing. 

While explaining why a child had lost her zeal for learning she said, “Above all else, we taught 

her to fear failure. That fear is what has destroyed her love of learning.” 
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 Whether this destruction of critical or creative thinking was intended or accidental, the 

common education model has taken a toll on the minds of youth. They are told that their objec-

tive is to fill in the correct circle with a #2 pencil, and they are failures if they cannot reach the 

average, or above average, expectations. Countless questions seem to spontaneously poke their 

head up from the ground like whack-a-moles when the topic of education is mentioned. Why is 

this such a problem? Is there a better solution? Is a better solution attainable? The appeal of 

standardized testing doesn't come from the best intentions; instead, it seems to be an attempt at 

a shortcut to an easier cookie cutter system. This issue is not a new debate. The motives of the 

curriculum designers have been questioned before. 

It can be debated both ways; however, one side will 

inevitably outweigh the other. We must ask wheth-

er the attempted shortcuts are truly the best possible 

solution, or if it comes from laziness, flaws in the system, or some darker intent. 

 I have always been taught that there are two sides to every story, like all people should. 

A topic as delicate and complex as this is not rectified easily. The American school systems 

have tremendously evolved over the past 200 years, particularly since 2002. According to the 

Encyclopedia of Special Education, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 was enacted by 

President George W. Bush on January 8, 2002. Some have said that the reason for the policy 

was to issue accountability for results to show taxpayers that their money was being put to good 

use. The NCLB paved the way for standardized testing to become such a major part of educa-

tion and to increase student testing overall. According to an article called “Standardized Tests” 

by ProCon.org, there has been an exponential increase in the use of standardized testing since 

the act in 2002. The article says, “US students slipped from being ranked 18th in the world in 

It would make all the dif-

ference in the world if we 

could put the right em-
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math in 2000 to 27th in 2012, with a similar decline in science and no change in read-

ing.”  There has been much debate about whether the decrease is sheer coincidence or if it only 

coincides with the increased testing. Whatever the case, it seems that the standardized testing 

has not served as useful. If this is the scenario, why does our nation continue to put such an em-

phasis on the importance of ACT, SAT, etc., scores? Could it be that the system designers don’t 

truly have the best intentions? 

 Can we truly pin all the blame on standardized testing? Of course not. To say that the 

only flaw is the existence of standardized testing is to the take easy road. It is over simplified 

and is just playing a simple blame game. No one is completely without excuse, and no one  

should rightfully take all the blame. Our structure reflects deeper American values and customs. 

It would make all the difference in the world if we could put the right emphasis on education. 

 The opportunity to learn should be celebrated, but because it is so normalized in our 

country, it is taken for granted. Instead of simply enjoying the privilege of gaining knowledge, 

most students drag through their studies with the hopes of getting an acceptable grade by what-

ever method is easiest. Teachers cannot be expected to be targeted for these issues either, but 

we should look into this possibility, nonetheless. 

Teachers’ salaries are far from the most envied when it comes to income. But they are charged 

with the responsibility of bringing up the next generation of lawyers, engineers, scientists, doc-

tors, politicians, and creators of the future. The teachers are shaping the future, but they have 

middle-class salaries of approximately $60,000 a year. According to Jeffery Dorfman, professor 

of economics at The University of Georgia, there is much debate about whether teachers are 

paid too much or too little. However, there truly is no debate that they will remain middle class. 
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With an income such as this, the teachers are not involved in their line of work for the love of 

money. Men and women who become teachers say that some of their top reasons for choosing to 

teach as a profession is to work with kids and to make a difference. Some may do it for the sake 

of a steady job, but there truly isn’t much incentive in pursuit of riches. Teachers are not a cult 

that’s sole purpose is to destroy the next generation. They teach because they truly love the idea 

of making a difference in the world. If we can conclude that teachers are not the enemy, then 

who is to blame? It should be taken into consideration where it all began. 

According to the same “Standardized Tests” article, in 1983, President Ronald Reagan made the 

report “National Commission on Excellence in Education.” This report warned that there were 

changes needed in order to raise the academic standard or else a crisis would follow. The way 

that the report addressed the education standard caused many people to support stricter proce-

dures to be taken in schools, this included the 

idea of increased testing. After the report was 

made, it was only a matter of time before the “No 

Child Left Behind” Act was signed in. Annual 

testing “mandated for both reading and math (and 

later science) was required for Grades 3 through 8 and again in 10th Grade.” Schools were re-

quired to meet “Adequate Yearly Progress” or else have funding cut, be taken over by the gov-

ernment, or be completely shut down altogether. Since then, there has been nothing but an in-

crease of funding poured into testing for the NCLB. In 2008, the money spent on standardized 

testing rose from $423 million to $1.1 billion. It was a 160% increase in inflation (“Standardized 

Tests”). 

 Michelle Rhee, once Chancellor of Washington, DC public schools, enacted a strict poli-

. . . They must put away 

their own thoughts and ide-

as, conforming to the same 

knowledge that everyone is 
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cy for teachers and school accountability. It was based on the standardized test scores. “By the 

time she resigned her post in Oct. 2010, she had fired 600 teachers and dozens of principals, 

closed 23 schools, and introduced $25,000 bonuses to teachers receiving high evaluations, 

based in part on standardized test results” (“Standardized Tests”). However, the system was not 

without error. It was discovered that there were some irregularities. There were even cases in 

the high scoring schools where incorrect answers had been erased and replaced with the correct 

ones. Rhee claimed that these few “possible misguided actions of a few individuals do not 

cloud the incredible achievements of the majority of hard-working educators who serve our 

children” (“Standardized Tests”). 

 If our nation is spending exuberant amounts of money on a system such as standardized 

testing, then shouldn’t it be something dependable? On one side of the argument, standardized 

testing is a way to evaluate nationwide progress without the interference of bias that comes 

from individual schools and human grading in general. On the other hand, the testing does not 

seem to be an accurate measurement of a student’s true knowledge. In 2001, a study done by 

the Brookings Institution discovered that 50-80% of test improvements had nothing to do with 

long-term changes in learning. 

 These things beg the question: Why does the government continue to push for this sys-

tem? Perhaps it is because they are as baffled as we are. They are trained for these matters, but 

they cannot seem to find a better solution. If they stopped the nation-wide tests, students would 

be measured by their individual schools, and it would make college scouting much more diffi-

cult. They spend money on a system that they have faith in and expect us to do the same. So, is 

there no solution? As this topic has proven, matters like this are never as easy to solve as one 

might think at first. The government is corrupted because it has corrupt people who run it. 
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There are corrupt people who place them in office as well. Our nation’s laws reflect the majori-

ty of its citizens. Americans want everything fast and easy. Like it, love it, or hate it, that is our 

nation.   

 The government is the representation of the people. If they are reflecting the people, 

then they will try for the quickest and easiest method as well. Standardized testing is a way to 

look at a number and determine how the student and their school is doing. The test does not 

look at the individual struggles of the youth and doesn’t show the creativity that the individual 

possesses. It only measures if the student has memorized the material well enough. There is no 

room for the individual mind in the testing room. In order to be successful, they must put away 

their own thoughts and ideas, conforming to the same knowledge that everyone is required to 

obtain. 

Knowledge is power, that is what we are told, but knowledge and learning or memoriz-

ing are not the same thing. To obtain knowledge the person must be able to look from new per-

spectives and angles. They must have an open mind. That is not the emphasis on our nation’s 

education system. So, is there an underlying tone of mischief to be seen? The system says in 
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order to be successful, you must conform. The government will not have to worry about the 

people questioning their decisions if the people are taught to accept what the government says 

from the beginning of their lives. Perhaps it is an exaggerated conspiracy, but the government 

doesn’t seem to be too concerned that the generations that are developing within this system 

will think that someone else should do their thinking for them. A clear striving for the best sys-

tem possible seems to be missing. C.S. Lewis warns, “Education without values, as useful as it 

is, seems rather to make man a more clever devil.” While many things can slip into grey areas 

on this subject, one thing seems to be clear: It is now time for people to choose for themselves 

to think critically, and to search for a new perspective. We won’t be taught how to think if we 

don’t make the choice ourselves. The question is, will you make that choice? 
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How Dale Earnhardt Senior’s Death Ruined NASCAR  

Justin Franklin 

Third Place 

The National Association for Stock Car Racing, otherwise known as NASCAR, has 

been an American staple for years. At the heart of NASCAR is the Daytona 500, The Daytona 

500 is a five hundred mile race held every February in Daytona Beach, Florida, at Daytona In-
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ternational Speedway. In 2001, the race proved to be an extra special one as the sport’s front 

man Dale Earnhardt Senior and his son, Dale Junior, were both on the starting grid for the race. 

Dale Earnhardt Senior was a unanimous fan favorite throughout the sport. He earned the nick-

name “The Intimidator” by the way he raced his car.  America had watched his son, Dale Jr., 

grow up in the national spotlight, so it goes without saying that the Earnhardts were America’s 

drivers. While the race was bound to be a special event, no one knew that this race on February 

18th, 2001, would change the motorsports world forever. 

As the five hundred mile endeavor dwindled down to the final laps, the tension rose. 

Earnhardt Sr., Earnhardt Jr., and newcomer Michael Waltrip found themselves making up the 

top three. Earnhardt Sr. was running his car in third position while his son and Waltrip battled it 

out for first place. Earnhardt was blocking the drivers racing behind him, denying them the 

chance to pass Dale Jr. and Waltrip.  When the field of cars came around to take the white flag, 

which signifies the last lap, Waltrip found himself pulling way from Earnhardt Sr. 

As the pack barreled into the final turn of the mile and a half tri-oval, Earnhardt Sr. con-

tinued to block the rest of the field so the top two could have a clean race to the finish. Dale Sr. 

positioned his car at the bottom of the track to try and hold off Sterling Marlin who was poised 

to make a big move on the final lap of the race. Darrel Waltrip, brother of driver Michael Wal-

trip and NASCAR TV announcer, later said in an interview with Eric Adlelson “It was setting 

up to be one of the best finishes ever…” 

As Dale Sr. steered his car to the apron of the track, Sterling Marlin was there and got 

up under Dale Sr.’s black number three car. Earnhardt tried to correct the move, but he over 

corrected and sent his car up the banking and into the retaining wall. At the exact moment the 

nose of the number three car made impact with the wall, a car driven by Kenny Schrader made 
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a full speed collision with the passenger side of Earnhardt's car. 

While his father crashed hard into the wall just a few feet behind him, Dale Junior 

trailed Michael Waltrip across the start/finish line. It was Waltrip’s first and only Daytona 500 

win. Via NASCAR’s standard protocol, a driver who crashes and is incapable to drive back to 

the garage must be removed from the car. They are also required to report to the on-site hospital 

at the respective track. But in some emergency scenarios, the driver may be taken immediately 

to the nearest emergency trauma room at the nearest hos-

pital. For Earnhardt, today was one of those emergency 

scenarios.  NASCAR’s president at the time, Mike Hel-

ton, announced a few hours after the waving of the check-

ered flag that Dale Earnhardt Senior had died. 

While many speculations on what the actual cause of death started to stir, an article tells 

that Dr. Barry Meyers, a professor of biomedical engineering at Duke University, came forward 

and claimed: "Earnhardt didn't die from striking his head on a steering wheel because of a mal-

functioning seat belt…what killed Earnhardt, was the weight of his unrestrained head whipping 

forward beyond the ability of his neck muscles to keep it from snapping away the base of the 

skull, just seconds after the impact with the wall.” 

Dale Earnhardt Senior’s death triggered national media attention. On the night of his 

death, thousands of fans congregated at his team’s racing headquarters in Charlotte, North Car-

olina, to mourn the loss of the sport’s beloved icon. The crash not only brought instant attention 

to the sport, it brought new, immediate, and extensive safety procedures that are still being ad-

justed to this day.  Mark Flamini states, “The death of Earnhardt, a stock-car legend, brought 

sweeping safety changes to the dangerous sport. . . Tracks now have softer crash-walls, cars 

The only thing that 

distinctively sets apart 

today’s NASCAR cars 

are the paint schemes 

and sponsors. 
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have better seat-belt systems and roll-cages and NASCAR drivers are now required to wear a 

head-and-neck safety device. Earnhardt refused to wear one and many experts believe it would 

have saved his life.” 

 In the same ABC article, Mark Flamini sat down with another racing-legend-turned-

ESPN-analyst, Ricky Craven. Craven was able to elaborate on the growing from the eyes of a 

driver from Earnhardt’s era. Craven states, “I believe [Earnhardt’s crash] required us to study 

longer, work harder and understand what the limitations of the human body are and really study 

the impacts, not only on the car but residual effects on the body. . . [Drivers] don't want some-

thing new to come into their environment, something that can distract them or slow them 

down," Craven said. "Any change that they would perceive to be a negative, they resist it…and 

they think that they are resilient and could survive anything and give little consideration to be-

ing hurt until someone, a member of your family, is injured or fatally injured and then get's eve-

rybody's attention.”   

 Craven’s words still hold weight in today’s world of NASCAR. The front office of the 

sport is constantly changing the regulations and rules of every aspect of the once beloved pas-

time. In an April 2018 article by Zach Albert, Albert writes “NASCAR competition officials 

issued a rules update to further reduce horsepower after observing blistering speeds and a rollo-

ver crash in practice.” The announcement came shortly after seasoned veteran driver Jamie 

McMurray flipped his car on the backstretch of  Talladega Superspeedway. Albert continues in 

his article by elaborating on the updated rules package. He writes: “Officials reduced the size of 

the engine restrictor plates from 7/8 of an inch to 55/64th of an inch in an effort to slow the cars 

ahead of Sunday’s race at the 2.66-mile track . . . A NASCAR spokesperson said the change 

was “absolutely a safety issue” and that the series was positioned to react when cars lift off the 
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racing surface.” 

 Many of the new rules packages are greeted with less and less enthusiasm each time. 

Long time fans of the sport are starting to see the deterioration of what was once the world’s 

largest spectator sport. Journalist Dave Caldwell stated in a 2016 article that “traditional fans 

felt abandoned, even alienated.”  With the ever evolving nature of the sport, cars are becoming 

more and more similar when it comes to the specifics of the bodies and engines. The only thing 

that distinctively sets apart today’s NASCAR cars are the paint schemes and sponsors. 

 NASCAR’s plethora of changes have not been strictly mechanical. In an attempt to re-

kindle the flame that once burned passionately in the hearts of millions of Americans, NAS-

CAR recently introduced a new format for determining the sport’s champion. At the beginning 

of the 2016 NASCAR season, the new playoff format was introduced. Much like anything in-

troduced by NASCAR since Earnhardt’s death in 2001, it was not greeted kindly. Mike Bell, a 

radio host, wrote: "It all started going downhill when they tried to shoehorn a playoff format 

into the sport. . . ”. Later in the article, Bell went on to claim, “It's just another indicator of how 

this sport, which saw explosive growth in the 90s and early 2000s, is now running on empty.”   

 In an August article from 2018, sports writer Bob Pockrass wrote; “The figures from 

International Speedway Corp., Speedway Motorsports Inc. and Dover Motorsports Inc. show a 

14.7 percent drop in admissions revenue for 14 NASCAR Cup Series weekends after the Dayto-

na 500.” He also stated  

 Television ratings for the first 16 events (the Fox portion of the season) were down ap

 proximately 20 percent, according to ISC, with an average of 4.1 million viewers per 

 race. There also have been some high-profile sponsorship announcements that haven't 

 gone NASCAR's way. Lowe's and 5-hour Energy have been among the sponsors who 
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 have announced they are leaving after this year…. 

 

 It is obvious to see that Dale Earnhardt's death impacted the rules and safety of NAS-

CAR tremendously, but what might not be so easy to see is that it ruined the spectator sport that 

captured the minds of America. The overbearing rules, regulations, and safety precautions put a 

cap on the action of the sport, and created a cookie cutter-type agenda for the cars that are being 

built. This forces the spectator to care less about the cars and more about who is driving them. 

NASCAR is desperately trying to rekindle the old flame America once had for the sport, but 

they are going about it all the wrong way. If they keep it up, they will extinguish the flame 

sooner than they think.  
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